WINTER’S SONG
Holly Taylor
The cardinals blaze of color after a long white winter is breathtaking. The beautiful whistled song they make is music to your ear. We keep the bird feeders filled with their favorite sunflower seeds so they come often and fill us with such joy. What could be more beautiful than the backdrop of pines and berries with the cardinals perched in our trees. Blue ribbons in our family!
**WINTER'S SONG**

*Holly Taylor*

Panel 24"x45"
- Large Block approx. 8"x8"
- Small Block approx. 4"x4"

**Scarlet**
- 6590 12*

**Pine**
- 6590 13

**Bark**
- 6594 16*

**Evergreen**
- 6592 15*
- 6595 15*

ORDER ONLINE 24 HRS. @ MODAFABRICS.COM
ISE 908 / ISE 908G
Nordic Noel Size: 64½” x 80½”

ORDER ONLINE 24 HRS. MODAFABRICS.COM
**WINTER’S SONG**

Holly Taylor

**6590**

- 100% Premium Cotton
- 31 Prints

AB’s include one Panel - 6590-12. F8’S, J R’s, LC’ s, MC’ s & PP’ s do not include Panels.

J R’s, LC’ s, MC’ s & PP’ s include two each of 6594, 6597 and 6596-11.

Delivery: May, 2015